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Abstract - -Th is  paper is devoted to the unification of the auxiliary problem principle and the 
principle of iterative regularization for the approximate solution of variational inequalities. This 
unification permits the extension of the principle of iterative regularization to real reflexive Banach 
spaces. On the basis of this unification, an algorithm is proposed and the strong convergence of the 
proposed algorithm is depicted. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout he paper, unless the contrary is stated, X denotes a real reflexive Banach space 
and X* represents the topological dual of X; (., .) the associated pairing and II " Jl stands for the 
norm in X. Let ~ C X be nonempty, closed, and convex. Consider the (nonlinear) operator 
~- : X ~ X* and the functional ~ : X --~ ~. Let f E X* be arbitrary. 
The present study is concerned with the following problem: find x E ~ such that 
IJ:x-f, z-x) Vze . (1) 
The above problem is referred to as a variational inequality (for short, VI) and any element x E 
satisfying the above conditions is said to be a solution to (1). We shall denote by S(.~, f, ~) the 
set of all solutions to (1). 
In recent years, the theory of variational inequalities has emerged as an important branch of 
pure, applied, and industrial mathematics. This theory provides us with a convenient mathe- 
matical apparatus for uniformly studying a wide range of problems arising in diverse fields such 
as structural mechanics, fluid flows through porous media, elasticity, economics, local and global 
optimization, finance, etc. (cf. [1-12] and the references therein). 
We are grateful to Professor Dr. R. Tichatschke (University of Trier, Germany) for his insightful observations, 
remarks, and corrections made to improve the paper. 
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In the process of development ofthe theory of variational inequalities, two topics, namely, the 
regularization methods and the numerical methods have been always of great importance. The 
importance of the numerical methods is well-understood. However, the regularization methods 
deserve a word of explanation. These are the methods designed for the study of ill-posed prob- 
lems, and it is well known that variational inequalities belong to this class. So far regularization 
methods have been quite successful in dealing with the absence of the conditions, uch as coercive- 
ness and/or strong monotonicity. These conditions are essential for the existence of solution(s) 
of variational inequalities, but not satisfied by the data for some of the most important practical 
problems. Although there have been successful attempts to couple the ideas behind the regular- 
ization methods with the numerical methods, the treatment is rather limited to a shorter class 
of variational inequalities. For example, one of the most efficient of such methods, the so-called 
principle of iterative regularization (for short, PIR) has been designed for variational inequalities 
of the first kind (cf. ~ = 0, in (1)) and needs the Hilbertian structure for the problem formulation 
(cf [1]). 
As far as the numerical methods are concerned, one of the most efficient method is the so-called 
auxiliary problem principle (for short, APP) which was introduced by Cohen [2] to solve the 
problems of convex programming and further extended for variational inequalities by Cohen [3]. 
The idea of the APP is te solve a minimization problem, which is built around an auxiliary 
function, and is equivalent to the variational inequality under consideration. This approach 
has several advantages over the co-existing projection-type methods. Namely, this approach is 
applicable for a very general form of the variational inequalities, it is free from the requirement 
of the Hilbertian structure, and there is a large choice available for the auxiliary functions. 
In recent years, a great attention has been given to the APP, and as a consequence, many 
useful characteristics of this approach ave been identified. For example, by considering a prox- 
imal auxiliary principle (for short, PAP) Kaplan-Tichatschke [8] has shown that the APP even 
generalize the so-called proximal methods. In [11], it has been shown that some modifications 
of the auxiliary function substantially improve the range for applications of the APP. In a series 
of papers, Cohen and his co-workers (see [5] and cited references therein) have considered the 
coupling of the APP with Yosida regularization. 
In this present work, we study the unification of the APP and the PIR. This unification permits 
us to develop an iterative algorithm which converges strongly to the solution of (1) in the setting of 
a real reflexive Banach space. We do not require for any extension of the monotonicity assumption 
such as uniform or strong monotonicity. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we recall some results to be 
used throughout the paper and discuss very briefly the concept of the regularization. Section 3 
presents the unification of the APP and the PIR. On the basis of this unification, we propose a 
strongly convergent algorithm. An example isalso given for the possible choices of the parameters. 
The paper concludes with some remarks concerning the approach. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In order to make this paper self contained, we briefly set forth below some basic definitions 
and results which we use here. For more details, the reader is referred to [1]. 
Let Z denote a real reflexive Banach space, Z* the topological dual of Z, (., "/z the associated 
pairing, and [1. [[z norm in B. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let T : Z 
(i) monotone, iff 
(ii) 
Z* and x, z E Z be arbitrary. The operator T is said to be 
<Tx - Tz ,  x - z> > 0; 
strongly monotone, iff there exists a constant m > 0 such that 
<Tx - ~ 'z ,  z - z> > mlLx  - zl12; 
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(iii) Lipschitz continuous, iff there exists a constant L > 0 such that 
[[Tx - Tz[[ < L[[x - z[[. 
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The following result can be found in [2]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let IC C_ Z be nonempty, closed, and convex, T : Z ~ Z* be single-valued, 
monotone, and hemicontinuous, ¢ be a proper, convex, and lower-semicontinuous (for short, 1.s.c.) 
functional and g E Z* be arbitrary. Assume that either the set 1C is bounded or the following 
coerciveness condition holds. There exists Xo E IC such that ¢(x0) < oo and 
lira (Tx, x - Xo) + ¢(x) = +oo, 
,,x,,-~ IIx]l 
VxEIC.  
Then, the set of solutions to the problem: find x E 1C such that 
(Tz  - g, z - z )  > ¢ (x) - ¢ (z) ,  v z • pC, 
is nonempty. Moreover, the solution set will be singleton, if the coerciveness condition is replaced 
by a stronger hypothesis, namely, the operator T is strongly monotone. 
REMARK 2.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, the solution set to the above problem is 
closed and convex. 
Consider the following regularized variational inequality (for short, RVI). For e > 0 find x~ E 
such that 
( . r z ,+~nz , - f , z -x~)>~(z~) -~, (z ) ,  Vz~a,  (2) 
where 7~ : X ~ X* is (single-valued) hemicontinuous and strongly monotone. 
In the above RVI, the operator T~ is termed as the regularizing operator and e is known as the 
regularizing parameter. For more details of the topic, the reader is referred to [1]. 
The following result highlights the relationship between (1) and (2). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ~ : X ~ X* be single-valued, monotone, and hemicontinuous, T~ : 2l 
X* be single-valued, hemicontinuous, and strongly monotone, the functional ~ be proper, convex, 
and 1.s.c., and intD(@) # 0. Then 
(i) for each e > O, (2) possesses a unique solution x~. 
(ii) I f  the set S(~,  f, ~) # 0, then the following estimate holds: 
lim [[x~ - x* [[ = O, (3)  
e---*O 
where x* E S(5 ~, f, ~) is the unique solution to the problem: find x E S(~ r, f ,  ~o) such that 
(7~z, z - x) _> O, V z ~ S(~-, f ,  9).  (4) 
(iii) I f  x~,n and x~,, are the two solutions to (2) corresponding to the regularizing parameters em 
and e~, respectively, then the following estimate is valid: 
I1~., - ~,,  II <- K I~.~ - ~"------J, (5) 
Em 
where K is certain constant. 
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3. MAIN  RESULTS 
Let A : X ~ N be proper, convex, and G£teanx differentiable, and .41 be its G£teaux 
derivative. 
For an approximate solution of (1), we proceed as follows. We begin with an initial guess x ° 
and initial parameters ~0 and a0, and solve the following problem: find x E fl such that 
min Ax + (ao (~x ° + eoT~x °) - A 'x° ,x )  + ao~O (x°) . xEf~ (6) 
Let the functional ,4 be so chosen that the above minimization problem is uniquely solvable. We 
denote the (unique) solution by x I and continue further by replacing e0, a0, and x ° by el, a l ,  
and x 1, respectively. Of course, in order to be in the framework of Theorem 2.2, we need to 
choose el < e0. Since (6) is emerging from (3), it is clear from the above-mentioned iteration 
process that as the number of iterations grows the proximity between (1) and (3) increases. 
More precisely, we consider the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM. 
(i) At k = 0 start with x °, e0, and a0. 
(ii) At step k = n solve the following problem: find x E f~ such that 
min Ax + (an (~x ~ + e~T~x n) - Mix n, x) + an~ (x~) . 
xE~ 
(7) 
Let X n+l  be the solution. 
(iii) Stop if [Ix n+l - x~[[ is below some threshold. Otherwise, go back to the previous step. 
Some particular cases of the above algorithm can be found in [2-5,8,10-12]. 
£ co For the sequences { n)n=l and {an}n°°=l, we make the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION A. 0 < an <_ 1; 0 < £n+1 ---~ £n (-- 1; en ---+ 0 as n ---} c~, 
2 E O~n£n =00; E O~n <(X), 
n=O n=O 
for An - 
oo 
Z -1 < 
~n, ~=0 
THEOREM 3.1. Besides the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, assume that the functional ,4 is proper, 
convex, and G~teaux differentiable and its G~teaux derivative A I is strongly monotone and 
Lipschitz continuous. Then, for every n EAf, there exists a unique solution x ~+1 to (7). Moreover, 
ff Assumption A holds, ~ and T~ are Lipschitz continuous and S(Y ,  f, ~) ¢ 0, then 
l im n+l - r l l  = o, 
where the element x* is the unique solution to (4). 
PROOF. Without any loss to the generality, we assume that f = 0. The existence of x n+l follows 
from Theorem 2.2. In view of the obvious triangle inequality 
II xn+  - x*ll <_ II II +  *11 
and (3), it is sufficient o show that 
lira I1~'~+~ - ~,~11 = o. 
n- -~.O0 
(8) 
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For this, we introduce the functional 
¢(*) = A (~) - A(,)  - (A'(*), ~ - *), (9) 
where (*) is the approximate solution of an RVI via (7) with (~) as its unique regularized solution. 
In view of the hypotheses on the functional .A : 2( > N and on its derivative A', the following 
estimates hold (cf. [12]): 
Ax-  Az > (A' z ,x -  z) + (2 )  Hx- zll2 (10) 
and 
where m and M are the modulus of strong monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity for A', respec- 
tively. 
In light of (10) and (11), the functional ~5(.) satisfies 
(2 )  ' ] ' -~H2<o(* ) -< (~- )H* -~] ,2 .  (12) 
We have the following specifications for the functional ~(.). 
ITERATION LEVEL. k -- n - 1. 
( z  ~) = ~._ ,  - ~ - <~'~,  x,,,_~ - x~>.  (13) 
ITERATION LEVEL. k = n. 
(:I) (X n'4-1) ~-- ~X¢,~ -- ¢4Z n+l  -- <¢4'xn+l,z:,, -- xn+l>.  (14) 
We make the following notation: 
= IJ - II. 
In order to prove (8), we first show that the sequence {An}~=l is uniformly bounded. 
For this, let us analyze the difference 
= 
Ax~n_ , - Az0 .  + (A 'zn+l ,  x~,, - x ~+1)  
-~- ,AT n+: _ ,Ax  n - <.A 'x n ,  xe,~_ 1 - xn  > 
Axe, , _ ,  - A .~.  + (A'z '~+:,z~,~ - x n+l )  
+ Ax  n+l  _ Ax,~ _ (A ,z ,~,z ,~+I  _ z n ) 
_ (~t ,~ ~,x  . . . . .  - ~+:). 
Now making use of (10) and (11) to the above equation, we obtain 
(15) 
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We intend to find a suitable replacement for the last term of the above inequality. For this, we 
turn to (2). Setting z = x n+~ in (2) and ~ = en, we obtain 
Further, sett ing z = xe,, in (7), we obtain 
<,A/ x n+l  + otn ( .~x  n -~- £n~r'~X n)  -- .At x n, x,, ,  - xn+l> :> (2 n (~o(x n+l )  - ~ (27,,,)) . 
We sum up the above two inequalities to obtain 
.At xn+ _ ,At x n,  xe,, - _ . 
Let L = (L1 + co L2), where L1 and L2 are the modulus of the Lipschitz continuity for the 
operators 5r and 7~, respectively. Then for all x~, xz ~ f~, we have the following estimate: 
II(~'xa + ~,~Rxa) - (~x2 + ~Rx2)l l  ~ L Ilxx - x211, Vxx,x2  • ~. (tT) 
Now, combining (15) and (16), we obtain 
v(z  ") - v (z "+~) > T~ +T2 +T3 +T4,  (18) 
where 
-- oo <(~xo + ~o~xo) -  (~x,,,_, + ~x~n- , / ,xo+l  _ x° /+ (~/ I I  ~° - x°+ltl ~ 
+ ~ <(J=x.._, + ~nz,, ,_~) - (~=x~ + ~nz , , , ) , z  ~+~ - x ~> 
o  o+ ll ,11 o 
LA 
T2 = ~,, <(.rx" + ~,,nx") - (.rx,,, + ~, ,nx ,~) ,x"  - x,~_,> 
> ro~,~en IJx n - xe,,_~l] 2 ~2nL2 g 2 - M ]lxn - x,~_~ II - -7  IIx~o - x~,,_, I1 ; 
__ ~'{1 L::~ 2 , 
T4 = <A'z~,~_~ - .a':r '~, z,,, - :r,._, ) 
_>-M I I x , , , _ , -  x° l l  l l x , **_ l -  ~,,,)1 
M 2 IIx,._, - x,,, I} 2 " 0 = r - c > 0. 
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Plugging the estimates for I'1, T2, T3, and T4 in (18), we obtain 
(~)  - • (=~+') > o~n II ~ - =~..~_, iI = _ (M +mM2m)L=~ IIx"-z~..-,ll = 
Mm + L 2 
rJx~-xo,~_,lr2+~oll~o-~o_,l l  ~ 
m 
x 2 (M + 2m)L2a2 n 
>_ Oanen IIx n - ¢,,_~11 - mM IIx n - -  Xe,,_] II 2 
(mM + L2)  2 I[x~. - x~.,,_~ II = 
4r?n 2 ~n~ n 
Therefore, 
(=~+~) _< • (~)  + -e~ II xn - =~,~_~ II = + C10~ 2 II =~ - x~._, II = + ~= 
(19) 
I]xo,, =~n~X°-~-~ll2] ' 
where cl = (M + 2m)L2/mM and c2 = (mM + L2)2 /4rm 2. 
Considering analogue of the above inequality from n = 1 to N, summing them side-by-side 
and using (5), we obtain 
N 
l an+l _< ~ + ~ -0~n~a~ +c1~ + c2~ (~n~/-1 
n=l  
The above estimate, in view of Assumption A and Lemma 5 of [4] confirms the boundedness of
the sequence {An}~= 1. 
Moreover, (20) in view of the boundedness of {An}~°= 1 gives the following estimate: 
co 
n=l  
This, in view of the divergence of the series ~-~.~c~_ 1 anen and the above observations, confirms 
that 
J n : l  ~ O. 
This completes the proof. | 
EXAMPLE. Let 1/2 < t~l < 1, t~2 > 0, ~1 +/~2 < 1. 
Then for the sequences of the form 
an = n -~1 and en = n -~2, 
Assumption A is fulfilled. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have studied the unification of the APP and the PIR. Such a unification is 
advantageous due to the possibility of cross-fertilization f the ideas behind these concepts. The 
remarkable formulation of the auxiliary problem permits us to introduce an iterative scheme in 
the setting of Banach spaces. The PIR allows us to establish the strong convergence without 
requiring any sort of extension to the monotonicity of the involved operator, like uniform or 
strong monotonicity. We only demand that the problem under consideration is solvable. 
The present approach can be extended in many direction. For example, it is possible to consider 
more general class of variational inequalities. At this point, we would like to mention a recent 
survey article [10] where one can find more general formulations. Here we have confined our 
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attention to the auxiliary function of Cohen [2]. However, in view of the recent results, it is 
possible to consider more general auxiliary functions. Though the minimization formulation is 
an advantage, it might also be of interest o develop a general scheme with nonsmooth auxiliary 
functions. 
From the application point of view, it would be of interest o consider convex sets of the form 
= [x E ~o : gi(x) < O, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m;  gi(x) = O, i = m + 1 ,2 , . . . , s ] ,  
where ~0 is any given convex set and the functions gi specify certain constraints. In this situation, 
a sort of iterative-regularization-penalization is needed. 
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